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Disclaimer
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The information contained in this document (“Presentation”) has been prepared by Scirocco Energy plc (the “Company”). It has not been fully verified and is subject to material updating, revision

and further amendment. This Presentation has not been approved by an authorised person in accordance with Section 21 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (“FSMA”).

This Presentation may contain forward-looking statements that involve substantial risks and uncertainties, and actual results and developments may differ materially from those expressed or implied

by these statements. These forward-looking statements are statements regarding the Company's intentions, beliefs or current expectations concerning, among other things, the Company's results of

operations, financial condition, prospects, growth, strategies and the industry in which the Company operates. By their nature, forward-looking statements involve risks and uncertainties because

they relate to events and depend on circumstances that may or may not occur in the future. These forward-looking statements speak only as of the date of this Presentation and the Company does

not undertake any obligation to publicly release any revisions to these forward-looking statements to reflect events or circumstances after the date of this Presentation.

This Presentation should not be considered as the giving of investment advice by the Company or any of its shareholders, directors, officers, agents, employees or advisers. In particular, this

Presentation does not constitute an offer or invitation to subscribe for or purchase any securities and neither this Presentation nor anything contained herein shall form the basis of any contract or

commitment whatsoever.



Scirocco Energy overview



An energy company in transition

Investments in diverse portfolio 
of natural resource assets

Typically, early stage with high 
potential reward but high risk

Uncertain timelines and 
associated funding requirement

Made first investment in the 
renewable sector funded by sale 
proceeds of Helium One position 

Ruvuma licence extended and 
operational plan clearly established  

Process to monetise legacy assets 
continues with timeline closely linked 
to operational plan

Where we 
are going
A diverse portfolio of cash 
generative assets within the 
sustainable energy and circular 
economy sector

Deliver return through dividend 
and capital growth

3 to 5 
year 

vision 

Manage legacy 
assets for 
value, exits for 
shareholders

Where we 
are

Where we 
were
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Monetise legacy assets for reinvestment in renewable energy sector

New investments 
in target classes 
using both 
equity and asset 
backed leverage 

£150 million 
EV invested 
asset base
Cash flow 
c. £20M p.a.



Assemble a diverse portfolio of cash-generative 
assets, creating a self-funding platform

Our strategy
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Grow Scirocco into the premier transition 
energy focused AIM vehicle through 
acquiring a portfolio of transition energy 
assets 

Execution
Leverage significant industry expertise and 
relationships to identify, acquire and 
maximise value from target M&A 
opportunities

Our vision

Scirocco will acquire cash generative assets within each of the three target areas to construct a 
portfolio capable of supporting attractive dividend yield and further growth through re-investment 

Recycle 
cash flow

Assets where the 
primary function 
is the generation
of energy from 
renewable or 
sustainable sources

ENERGY
Assets involved in 
the recovery of 
valuable 
coproducts from 
waste streams 

CIRCULAR
Assets involved in 
the storage, 
transmission and 
delivery of energy 
within low carbon 
systems

VECTOR

TARGET ASSET CLASSES

Creating an energy-oriented company underpinned by cash flow



Value / cost

Equity

Debt

Upside

Investment approach: creating buy-and-build platforms
Partner with proven management teams within target domain: energy, circular and vector
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Working together with management 
teams to create value by:
1. Bringing together market knowledge, 

access to funding and deep domain 
knowledge

2. Acquire a portfolio of target assets
3. Optimise asset performance through 

operational improvement
4. Optimise balance sheet through periodic 

re-financings as the portfolio grows
5. Re-invest cash flow into asset 

improvement and acquisitions to create 
compounding effect

6. Sell to a larger industrial concern at a 
valuation which reflects portfolio scale 
and improved operational performance, 
or alternatively hold the portfolio and 
distribute cash flow in the form of yield

Investment model

✓Experienced team

Strong pipeline

Path to upside

Appropriate leverage

✓

✓

✓



• Leadership of public market 
mid-cap energy companies

• Extensive M&A experience

• Regional operating and business 
development experience

• Track-record for innovative 
financing structures

• Personally invested in the 
company and its success

• Experience of delivering ESG-
focused investments 

Key management skills
Doug Rycroft
Chief Operating Officer* 

Operations and A&D

14 years’ experience 

Tom Reynolds
Chief Executive Officer

Energy infrastructure & 
investment

25 years’ experience 
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Alastair Ferguson 
Non-Executive Chairman

Gas commercialisation 

+35 years’ experience 

Don Nicolson
Independent 

Non-Executive Director 

AIM board and strategy

+35 years’ experience 

Muir Miller
Independent 

Non-Executive Director 

Renewables, utilities and 
project delivery 

+20 years’ experience 

Board and management
Delivering the experience, network and competence to drive the business forward

* non-Board role



Legacy Tanzanian assets: unlocking value

• Commenced sales process for Tanzanian assets in line with renewables growth strategy

• Strong interest from a diverse group of companies

• JV secured a two-year extension to the licence with no additional work commitments

• Operator has established clear operational plan through 2022:

• Progressing to award of seismic contract

• Preparing for well planning

• Project is now entering a period of intense operational activity which will further unlock 
value for Scirocco’s working interest 

• Focus on realising appropriate value from these assets, balancing core value against 
future capital costs and operational risk factors

Near-term priorities

• Progress dialogue with interested parties engaged in ongoing sales process

• Maintain strict cost discipline to preserve cash

• Support new operator’s operational and development plans

• Ensure access to funding to retain value in Ruvuma until conclusion of sales process

Ruvuma sales process
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Dialogue continues on Ruvuma sales process.  Helium One shares partially monetised

• Scirocco held 21 million shares at the IPO

• Exercised 1 million options (exercise price of  2.84p / 
share)

• IPO price of 2.84p / share

• Scirocco has sold c.17.8 million shares of Helium One at 
an average price of c.20 p/share realising net proceeds 
of £3.5 million and retains c.4.6 million shares

• Helium One announced on 26 August that it is now 
planning its second drilling campaign taking account of 
the data gathered during the recent exploration 
programme

Helium One investment

1 Position as at 18th May 2021, and announced to the market on that 
date 
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EAG – our first platform investment in “Energy” 



EAG investment and Greenan Anaerobic Digestion plant acquisition 
Scirocco has invested £1.2M into Energy Acquisitions Group Limited (“EAG”) to fund the acquisition 
of Greenan Generation Limited (“Greenan”) and its 0.5 MW Anaerobic Digestion (“AD”) plant

• EAG is a private company which was created to acquire a portfolio of AD 
plants which meet a well-defined set of operational and financial criteria 

• Highly experienced management team in the renewable energy sector

• EAG has agreed to acquire 100% of the share capital of Greenan for £700k

• EAG intends to expand its portfolio of AD plants through acquisition

EAG

• Greenan is the owner of a single farm AD plant with 0.5 MW generation 
capacity located in County Londonderry in Northern Ireland

• 2021E revenue of £1.1 million and EBITDA of £450k

• Operational improvements identified for implementation during 2021 to 
improve EBITDA

• Awaiting satisfaction of final conditions precedent

Greenan

• Scirocco investment via equity and shareholder loan which incentivizes 
EAG to recycle cashflow into further investment or return to Scirocco

• Scirocco will hold a 50% interest with two Scirocco directors appointed to 
EAG board (Tom Reynolds and Muir Miller)

• Investment creates a platform for Scirocco to invest in a portfolio of AD 
plants with target asset value of over £30M

The investment
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Next steps
• The EAG team is now looking at other AD plants and also opportunities to work 

with third party AD owners on digestate management opportunities 

• Target asset characteristics:

• Sustainable, long term, inflation linked cash flows

• Low market risk with medium to long term contracted revenue

• High operating margins with opportunities to grow cash conversion through 
operational intervention and/or follow on investment



ELECTRICITY 
GENERATION

0.5 MW

REVENUE
2021E

c.£1.1 M

FEEDSTOCK
15k tons p.a. 
agricultural
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• Greenan Generation Limited is a single purpose company 
which owns the AD plant and associated generation 
equipment located in County Londonderry in Northern 
Ireland

• Project has a combined heat and power (“CHP”) plant with 
500 kW capacity which can produce 4,000,000 kWh p.a.

• Commenced operations in January 2016

• NIROC (Northern Ireland Renewables Obligation 
Certificates) accreditation with 15 years remaining

• Plant construction was funded by existing debt provider, 
and current balance sheet liabilities total approximately 
£2.8M, including debt of £2.4M

• Generally, no optimisation has occurred on the site

• Operational improvements exist, including feedstock 
optimisation and digestate management

• Immediately post-completion, operational 
improvements expected to deliver 10% (£50,000) 
annual EBITDA improvement

• Share acquisition includes land and access, providing 
space for further investment linked to digestate 
management equipment with the potential to deliver 
200% improvement in annual EBITDA

500kW AD plant in County Londonderry in Northern Ireland 
2021E EBITDA of £450k and immediate operational improvements identified

Greenan 500kW AD plant

EBITDA
IMPROVEMENT

10%

EBITDA
2021E

c.£450k

Acquisition #1: operating Anaerobic Digestion plant 



Anaerobic digestion & biogas
Attractive asset market which meets Scirocco’s investment requirements

Large installed asset baseAD: energy & circular crossover

The large installed asset base creates a broad population of target acquisitions & potential new developments in the future
Scirocco is working with EAG to identify acquisitions and with technology developers to access digestate management equipment



Outlook
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Assets where the 
primary function 
is the generation
of energy from 
renewable or 
sustainable sources

ENERGY
Assets involved in 
the recovery of 
valuable 
coproducts from 
waste streams 

CIRCULAR
Assets involved in 
the storage, 
transmission and 
delivery of energy 
within low carbon 
systems

VECTOR

TARGET ASSET CLASSES

Scirocco is making headway on all aspects of strategy

1. Scirocco has successfully realized cash from 
historic investment in Helium One and 
reinvested in EAG. Continuing to engage on 
sale of Ruvuma.

2. EAG is now established as a platform business 
and is an excellent example of Scirocco’s 
target investment strategy:

— Cash generative with strong operating 
metrics relative to invested capital

— Opportunities for operational improvement 

— Repeatable against a backdrop of a large 
population of target assets

3. In “Energy” Scirocco has been looking at 
other, parallel opportunities as well as follow 
on support for EAG

4. In “Circular” Scirocco has been reviewing 
potential JV opportunities within the 
agricultural waste recycling area and has 
entered negotiations with a technology 
provider for digestate management tech

5. In “Vector” Scirocco is part of a consortium 
examining the feasibility of establishing a 
hydrogen refueling network for heavy vehicles 
in the northeast of Scotland



Investment case

• Strategic pivot to sustainable energy gathering momentum

• JV with EAG provides strong growth platform

• Initial acquisition provides reliable cash flow

• Defined strategy to build cash generative portfolio of low-risk, proven assets

• Legacy investments represent material valuation upside which can be re-invested

• Enhanced ESG agenda supports market appetite
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The opportunity for investors 

1.  The Board expects that the anticipated cash flow from the new investment portfolio will enable the Company to declare dividends in the future



Establish  
JV Platform

Team with Domain knowledge

Large & growing asset 

market  

Supportive

fundamentals

Recycle  
Cashflow

Take opertional cashflow  
and recycle into further  

asset purchases in  
platform OR into other
platforms via Scirocco

Identify  
technology  

levers
Options to supercharge  

underlying installations to  
grow revenue & cash  

conversion

Acquire 
Assets

Identify efficiency levers  

Routes to add revenue

Application of  
appropriate leverage

Investing in 
sustainable 

energy assets 
which deliver 
cashflow for 

reinvestment. 
Repeat.



Thank you


